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ABSTRACT

The ability of high energye+e� colliders to indirectly probe
the existence of heavy new charged gauge bosons via their ex-
change in the reactione+e� ! ��� is investigated. It is shown
that examination the resulting photon energy spectrum with po-
larized beams can extend theW 0 search reach above the center
of mass energy.

Extended gauge sectors are a feature in many scenarios of
physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). Perhaps the most
appealing set of enlarged electroweak models are those which
arise in supersymmetric grand unified theories (GUTs), such as
SO(10) andE6. However, more complex gauge structures are
also present in several non-GUT scenarios, including models of
composite gauge bosons, horizontal interactions, and topcolor
assisted technicolor. The existence of new gauge bosons is the
hallmark of such theories and the discovery of such particles
would provide uncontested evidence for new physics with an
extended gauge sector, and the study of their couplings would
provide a diagnostic tool in determining the underlying theory.

The conventional search strategy for new gauge bosons at
hadron colliders is through their direct production and sub-
sequent decay to lepton pairs,i.e., the Drell-Yan mechanism.
Present bounds[1] on the mass of a new neutral gauge bo-
son,Z0, from the Tevatron are generally in the rangeMZ2

>�
500 � 700 GeV, with the exact value being dependent on the
specific extended model. This search reach is expected[2] to in-
crease by� 300 GeV with1fb�1 of luminosity. TheZ0 discov-
ery potential at the LHC is in the mass range of4� 5 TeV. The
corresponding Tevatron bound[3] on the mass of a new charged
boson,W 0, is 720 GeV; this limit assumes that theW 0 has SM
strength couplings and that it decays into a light and stable neu-
trino which manifests itself in the detector as missingET . The
LHC discovery reach[2] for a heavy charged boson, with the
same assumptions, is� 5:9 TeV with 100fb�1. These bounds
are invalidated if theW 0 decays into a heavy neutrino[3], or as
discussed below, can be seriously degraded for some regions of
parameter space in specific extended electroweak models.

At e+e� colliders direct production of new gauge bosons
is kinematically limited by the available center of mass en-
ergy, and hence different search tactics are necessary. Such
machines, however, easily allow forZ0 indirect searches for
the caseMZ2 >

p
s by looking for deviations from SM ex-

pectations for cross sections and asymmetries associated with
fermion pair production[2, 4]. This is similar to the exploration
of the modifications of QED predictions due to the SMZ bo-
son at PEP/PETRA. The bounds obtained in this manner[2] are
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greatly model dependent, but lie in the general range of2 � 5

TeV for
p
s = 500 GeV with 50fb�1. It has been believed that

W 0 searches may only proceed via direct production, with the
most promising process,e+e� ! W 0W 0� ! W 0jj, resulting
in a discovery reach[5] ofMW 0 ' 0:8

p
s. IndirectW 0 signals

are thought to be inaccessible as charged gauge bosons do not
contribute toe+e� ! f �f (f 6= �).

Here we explore the neutrino counting reaction,e+e� !
���, to determine if theW 0 search reach can be extended to
masses above

p
s. In the SM, this process proceeds through

s-channelZ and t-channelW exchange with the photon being
radiated from every possible charged particle. Although the re-
sulting cross section suffers from an additional factor of� and
from 3-body phase space suppression (as compared to fermion
pair production) , it still has a reasonable value[6], of order a
few pb at a 500 GeV NLC. In extended gauge models it is mod-
ified by both s-channelZ0 and t-channelW 0 exchange. The
influence of additionalZ0 exchange alone has been previously
examined[7] inE6 GUTs models at SLC/LEP energies, where
the effects were found to be small due to the close proximity of
the SMZ resonance.

We examine the effect of two extended electroweak models
on this reaction. The first is the Left-Right Symmetric Model
(LRM)[8], based on the gauge groupSU (3)C � SU (2)L �
SU (2)R�U (1)B�L, which has right-handed charged currents,
and hence restores parity at a higher mass scale. This model
contains the free parameter� � gR=gL, which represents the
ratio of the right- to left-handed coupling strengths and lies in
the range0:55 <� � <� 2:0. Strict left-right symmetry dictates
that� = 1. It has been shown[9] that a light right-handed mass
scale (MR � 1 TeV) is consistent with coupling constant uni-
fication in supersymmetric SO(10) GUTs. A direct mass rela-
tionship between the right-handed charged and neutral gauge
bosons is present and is given by

M2
ZR

M2
WR

=
�2(1� xw)�R

�2(1� xw) � xw
; (1)

where�R = 1(2) probes the symmetry breaking of theSU (2)R

by right-handed Higgs doublets (triplets) andxw = sin
2 �w .

The fermionicZR couplings are fixed and can be written as
(g=2cw)(�� (1+�)xw)

�1=2[xwT3L+�(1�xw)T3R�xwQ],
with T3L(R) being the fermion's left-(right-) handed isospin,
andQ is the fermion electric charge. In this study, we assume
that the neutrinos are light and Dirac in nature. We note the ex-
istence of a right-handed Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix in this model, which need not be the same as the corre-
sponding left-handed mixing matrix. This can degrade theWR

search capability in hadronic collisions[10], as the weights of
the various parton densities which enter the production cross
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section can be dramatically altered. For example, this could re-
duce the current TevatronWR mass bounds by up to a factor of
� 2.

The second model we consider is the un-unified model
(UUM)[11], which is based on the gauge groupSU (2)q �
SU (2)` � U (1)Y , where the quarks and leptons transform un-
der their ownSU (2). In this case the additional heavyW and
Z are approximately degenerate,MWH

' MZH . The ZH
fermionic couplings take the formcw[T3q= tan� � tan�T3`],
whereT3q(`) is theSU (2)q(`) third component of isospin, and
� is a mixing parameter which is constrained to the range
0:24 <� sin� <� 0:99. Note that the additional neutral and
charged currents are purely left-handed in this case.

In this preliminary study we employ the point interaction ap-
proximation for theWi boson exchange diagrams ine+e� !
���. This approximation is reasonable for the heavyW 0 con-
tribution as we are considering the caseMW 0 >

p
s, but it is

known[12] to break down for the SMW for center of mass
energies above theZ pole. An exact calculation will be pre-
sented elsewhere[13]. In this approximation thee+e� ! ���

differential cross section can then be cast in the form[7] (after
integration over the angle of the final state photon)

d�

dx
=

�

�x

�
(2� 2x+ x2) ln

1 + �

1� �
� x2�

�
����M (x) ; (2)

wherex = 2E=
p
s and � = cos �min with �min being the

minimum angle between the initial electron beam and the out-
going allowed by the experimental cuts. In our analysis we
take�min = 20� andE > 0:1Ebeam. The angular cut corre-
sponds to a conservative estimate of theacceptance of a typical
NLC detector[6] and is effective in removing background from
the processe+e� ! e+e�, while the minimum photon en-
ergy ensures the finiteness of the cross section by removing the
infrared and collinear divergences.����M (x) is the cross section
for the subprocesse+e� ! ��� evaluated at the center of mass
energyM2 = s(1� x).

We now evaluate thee+e� ! ��� subprocess cross sections
for polarized beams in our two extended electroweak models.
In the LRM these are given by
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Here,N� = 3 represents the number of light neutrino species,

Fi =
M2 �M2

Zi

Di

;

Di = (M2 �M2
Zi
)2 + (�iMZi)

2 ; (4)

Pij =
(M2 �M2

Zi
)(M2 �M2

Zj
) + (�iMZi)(�iMZj )

DiDj

:

The polarized couplings of the electron to theZi are related to
the unpolarized couplingsvi andai by

v
L;R
i =

1

2
(vi + �ai) ;

a
L;R
i =

1

2
(ai + �vi) ; (5)

with � = +1(�1) for left-(right-)handed electrons.Ci and ~Ci
represent the couplings of�L and�R, respectively, to theZi.
(Note that~C1 = 0.) The couplings are normalized as

L =
g

2cw
�e�(vi � ai5)eZ

�
i : (6)

In evaluating these subprocess cross sections we neglect mixing
between the SM and heavy gauge bosons.

The corresponding subprocess cross sections in the UUM are
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We first examine the resulting unpolarizedE distribution.
Figure 1a displays this spectrum for the SM, LRM, and UUM,
corresponding to the solid, dashed, and dotted curves, respec-
tively, for various values of the parameters. It is clear from the
figure that the differences between the SM and the extended
models is very small; in fact the SM and the LRM are indistin-
guishable on this scale. In order to better quantify the influence
of the new gauge bosons, we present in Fig. 1b the ratio of the
difference between the differential cross section in the extended
model from that of the SM to the SM,i.e., (d��d�SM)=d�SM .
We see that the effects of the extended electroweak sector are at
most at the few percent level. Examination of theE distribu-
tion with polarized beams yields similar results.

In determining theW 0 search reach we make use of the dif-
ferential cross section as well as the left-right asymmetry. For
finite polarization,P , these quantities can be written as

�(�P ) =
1

2
(1� P )�L +

1

2
(1� P )�R ; (8)
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Figure 1: (a) The photon energy spectrum for the SM (solid
curve), LRM with� = 2 andMR = 750 GeV (dashed), and
UUM with sin� = 0:6 andMH = 1 TeV (dotted). (b) The ratio
of the difference of theE spectrum in the extended model from
the SM to the SM for the LRM with� = 2 andMR = 750(600)
GeV corresponding to the bottom (top) dashed curves, and for
the UUM with sin� = 0:6 andMH = 1(0:6) TeV represented
by the bottom (top) dotted curves.

and

ALR = P
�L � �R

�L + �R
: (9)

In our calculations we take the polarization to be90%. We di-
vide the photon energy spectrum into 10 bins of equal size and
perform a�2 analysis according to usual prescription,

�2 =
X
i

�
Oi �OSMi

�Oi

�2
; (10)

for our two observables (denoted asOi) d�=dx andALR. We
include statistical errors only, such that�� = �=

p
N and�A =p

(1 � P 2A2)=P 2N for finite polarization, withN being the
number of events in each bin. Surprisingly, we find that the left-
right asymmetry contributes very little to the overall value of�2.
The resulting95% C.L. search reach for heavy charged gauge
bosons is presented in Fig. 2 for (a) the LRM as a function of
� and (b) the UUM as a function ofsin� for

p
s = 0:5 TeV

with 50 fb�1of luminosity and
p
s = 1 TeV with 200 fb�1.

In the LRM we see that the search reach forWR is expanded
to at most2 � ps. This does not compete with the discovery
potential at the LHC, however it is independent of assumptions
about the right-handed CKM mixing matrix. In the UUM, the
WH discovery reach barely extends above

p
s for small values

of sin�. However, for larger values ofsin� the reach grows to
several times

p
s due to the increase in the leptonic couplings

for sin� > 0:5. At this stage it is difficult to decouple the effects
from the charged gauge boson from that of the neutralZ0. Once
theW andW 0 contact approximation is removed[13] we expect
that appropriate cuts coupled with an examination of the photon
angular distribution will distinguish theW 0 contribution from
that of theZ0.

In conclusion, we have performed a preliminary study of the
reactione+e� ! ��� in two extended gauge models and have
found that it does probe the indirect effects of a heavy charged
gauge boson. Although the results presented here do not di-
rectly compete with the discovery reach for such particles at the
LHC, they do provide proof of demonstration that it is possi-
ble to observeW 0 signals with masses is excess of

p
s at e+e�

colliders. This reaction could also serve as a diagnostic tool
by providing information on the couplings of the new charged
gauge boson.
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